
Introducing your new practice assistant.

Raises awareness for overweight
and puts patients on the right track.
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A medical practice like any other –
     including yours.

Overweight, arteriosclerosis
 

W e should talk to every patient about their weight, to help them in the long-term fight against obesity, 
or to reduce potential health risks before they arise. But bringing the  subject up tactfully takes time, 

something that is almost always lacking in everyday medicine. 
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Obese, hypertension 

Slightly overweight, pre-diabetes 
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The solution:   
     seca directprint.

The seca directprint is the ideal tool for qualified and efficient weight-related patient consulta- 
tion. It doesn’t just tell you your height, weight and BMI in seconds, it also gathers together 

your measurements with lots of sound information and tips in one printout. That means it provides 
the ideal ice-breaker for your overweight patients – at the press of a button – because it draws 
attention to the subject of obesity without direct confrontation, and gently introduces the   
associated medical consultation.

This removes inhibitions, makes people more willing to talk, and motivates your patients in the   
long term to tackle the subject more rigorously and do something about it. This in turn can   
generate economic benefits for your practice, since it means you can offer additional services.

seca directprint – advise and administer treatment more effectively at the press of a button.
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The benefits at a glance:

Individualized patient printouts:  
Dependable data on height, weight and BMI, prepared individually for    
five different patient groups. 

Higher patient satisfaction:  
A personal printout bridges the time waiting for the actual consultation.

Lasting patient motivation:  
Makes patients’ situation clear, and provides real help for a healthy and   
active lifestyle. 

Efficient advice:  
Discussion basis with valuable advice and practical tips on diet, exercise   
and fitness. 

Easy to use:  
Ready for immediate use without any training or additional cost and smoothly  
introduced into practice procedures.

Fast results:  
Ad hoc results at the press of a button, less than a minute after measuring   
and weighing, using your conventional printer.

Easy integration:  
Intelligent system solution based on existing network environment and  
practice hardware.

Tactful ice-breaker:  
Remove inhibitions and increase people’s willingness to talk by means of a purely 
factual ice-breaker.

Business benefits for your practice:  
Innovative practice tool as a basis for further consultation and therapy services. 
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Example of seca directprint, version overweight patient.

Graphic with 
patient’s height, 
weight and BMI 
data.

Chart explains 
energy use during 
physical activity.

Teaser for extra 
services, e.g. 
bioimpedance 
analysis.

Explanation of 
Body Mass Index.

Space for per-
sonal message 
from you to your 
patient.

Helpful advice on 
good health.

Nutrition tips.

Your own practice 
logo and contact 
data.

Personal height, 
weight and BMI 
data.

Personalized 
comment on 
patient’s health.

Additional informa-
tion and interesting 
articles about seca 
directprint on our 
website.

A lighweight template for   
         weighty patient consultation.

Every patient is different – just like their measurements. That’s why the seca directprint patient 
printout comes in five different versions: Overweight, Normal Weight, Underweight, Weight   

Only and Children. That way every target group can be addressed differently, and provided with   
the information they most need. 

new
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Normal Weight Version
The green curve next to weight   
and BMI signals immediately that  
everything is in order. 

Weight Only Version
Which activity uses up the most 
energy? Find out more here. 

Underweight Version
The most common dieting myths 
motivate patients to tackle the  
subject of eating. 

Children Version
Information about muscular develop-
ment, trend sports, and more –  
prepared for children, with pictures  
and interactive elements.
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2. Measure and weigh

1. Call up patient
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C all up patient, measure and weigh, hand out printout – nothing more is needed to prepare your  
patient in the best possible way for weight-related consultation. 

In just three steps your patient will obtain a customized patient printout, which can be read  before the 
consultation. This will give you the ideal ice-breaker and your  patient the feeling of being well informed 
and advised. 

And there is a positive side-effect as well: satisfied patients like to come back, and they’ll recommend 
you to others without hesitation. 

The key to perfect consultations?  
     Three steps suffice.

3. Hand out printout
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Invest just ten minutes,    
          profit from years of customer loyalty.

As intelligent as it is simple: seca directprint can be integrated easily into your existing network   
  environment at your practice in just a few minutes – and is just as easy to install. All you need   

is a wireless seca 285 measuring station, the free software module seca directprint, a USB stick   
and your existing practice printer. 

seca 285
 
Wireless measuring station for 
body height and weight

seca directprint
 
Software module for individual ad hoc
assessment of patient’s weight
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seca 456
 
seca 360° wireless USB adapter 
for data reception on PC

 
The printer you already have 

Get to know seca directprint  
in person.
If you like we can help you install and set up your seca directprint.  
How can you and your practice benefit further from the  
seca portfolio?

Contact us and get to know our products in person. We are  
available to provide help and advice at any time on   

+49 40 20 00 00 130 and www.seca.com.

Call now
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Medical Measuring  
Systems and Scales 
since 1840

seca gmbh & co. kg
Hammer Steindamm 9 ̶ 25
22089 Hamburg ٠ Germany

Telephone +49 40 20 00 00 0
Fax +49 40 20 00 00 50

info@seca.com

seca operates worldwide with headquarters  
in Germany and branches in: 

seca france

seca united kingdom

seca north america

seca schweiz

seca zhong guo

seca nihon

seca mexico

seca austria

seca polska 

seca middle east

seca brasil

seca suomi

and with exclusive partners in  
more than 110 countries.

All contact data under www.seca.com


